



Estimating the Benefits 
of Art and Cultural Capital 
by the Hedonic Method
???????
??Art and cultural capital have both private?and public?good aspects, and 
the vagueness inherent in is  evaluation has been a crucial issue in planning 
cultural policies. For this reason, the purpose of this paper is to quantify 
increases in neighborhood desirability attributable to a new museum by 
using the hedonic method.
??This paper focuses on the impacts of opening of the Kobe City Museum 
and estimates the benefit from the higher land prices that people are prepared 
to pay. As a result, the museum is clearly producing something valuable 
for its neighborhood, and increased distance between a specific property 
and the museum is associated with a decrease in land price. Therefore, 
the impact decreases with distance from the museum. Consequently, the 




































1?  2010 ??????????? 1,243 ????????????? 740 ??????591 ?
?????????????????????????2011 ?????
2? ??2012???????????????????????????????
3?  ???????????????????????????????? Historic St. Mary?s 
City???????????????? 1 ???? 8 ???? 19.26 ?????????

























































???? zi  ????? z  ???? c  ?????
 U = U(c;Z） ?????2?1?
??????????????????
 I = c+P(Z) ?????2?2?
4? Throsby?2001??????2008????

















??????????? zi  ??????????? c  ?????????
?? zi  ???????????? zi  ????????????????
? WTP ???????????
???????????????????????bit price???? Z  ??
????????????????? WTP ???????? µ  ????
??????? u¤  ?????????????? Z¤  ?????????
?? µ(Z¤; I;u¤) ???????????????
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???????? zi¤  ?? zi0????????????????? [p0 ¡ p¤] 
??????????????????????????????????
WTP ?? [p0 ¡ p¤] ?????????????????????????
??????????????????????????? [p00 ¡ p¤] ??
????????????????????????? [p0 ¡ p¤] ????
?????????????7?????? 2 ???????????????
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??????????????????? c  ?? c^  ????????????
????? E0 ??? E1 ??????????? (w2; r2) ????
??????????????????????????????????
??????a?????????????????????b ????? 



































post ? pre ?????
 post?pre?effect ?????4?1?
 pre?post?effect ?????4?2?
????????4?2????? post ???? post ?? effect ??????
?? pre ????????4?3????????????????
 Pdistance = °1 £D¡ °2 £
1¡M
D  ?????4?3?
???? D  ??????????????????? M  ? pre ??? 0?
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12?  ???2002???????? double?log?? semi?log???? Box?Cox ????? Box?
Cox ????????????????????2002????????????double?log ??
????????????? semi?log ??????????????? semi?log ????
?????Halsey?2005??????semi?log ??double?log ??Schmidt and Courant?2006?










±izi + °1D¡ °2 # 1¡MD ;  ?????4?6?






































?? ??? ???? ??? ???
???????? m2? 150.69 75.54 32.00 304.10
?????????km? 6.71 4.34 1.25 19.97
pre ??? 0.12 0.17 0.00 0.78
??????m? 986.67 1114.36 0.00 11000.00
???m2? 202.69 112.25 49.00 826.00
?????m? 5.93 2.01 2.70 15.50
????%? 28.96 26.17 0.00 60.00
????%? 161.78 57.22 50.00 300.00
????????? 360.39 410.34 14.83 1042.17
???????????? 79.90 86.42 4.46 219.54
?????????? 40.54 48.62 1.41 139.83
????????? 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.04
???????????? 0.37 0.12 0.28 0.62
?????????????? 0.63 0.12 0.38 0.72
??????? ??????? ??????? ????????
??????135????
????????? 9?44%? 54?40%? 22?16%? 49?36%?




? 3? pre ?????1?M?D?????post ?M?1 ????







































???m2? 0.324 0.122 ?0.081 ?0.067 0.911 0.930
??? ?0.692 ?0.261 ?0.562 ?0.469 ?0.040 ?0.041
????????? ?0.968 ?0.365 0.187 0.156 0.017 0.018
???????????? ?0.972 ?0.367 0.168 0.140 0.008 0.008
?????????? ?0.960 ?0.362 0.230 0.192 0.090 0.092
????????? ?0.958 ?0.361 0.089 0.074 ?0.025 ?0.025
???????????? ?0.925 ?0.349 0.267 0.222 0.165 0.169
?????????????? 0.925 0.349 ?0.267 ?0.222 ?0.165 ?0.169
??????? 0.653 0.246 0.630 0.525 0.048 0.049
??????? ?0.293 ?0.111 ?0.620 ?0.516 0.205 0.210
???????? ?0.705 ?0.266 ?0.266 ?0.221 ?0.139 ?0.142
??? 7.030 1.440 0.960
















¡ 0:5357£ # 1¡MD ; ?????4?7?
?????????????adjR2?0.771   ?????? t ?
??????????????????????????????????
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??????????????????????? 16 ??? 1 ??31?39 ??
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???????????????????? 381 ??11 ??183?205 ??
??????1992????????????????????????????
????????? 449 ??7 ??57?66 ??
?????2012??????????????????????????????
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